Making New Friends
...of the four-legged kind.

In the most picturesque corner of the southwest, the travel route connecting
Zion, Bryce Canyon and the Grand Canyon is often referred to as the “Grand
Circle.” As far as I can tell, that’s a geometric misnomer; it’s actually the Bermuda
Triangle of national parks, and somewhere in the middle, near the tiny town of
Kanab, Utah, is the epicenter
from which a mysterious,
powerful gravitational pull
emanates. It’s been known to
swallow up retirees, idealistic
new college graduates, and
unsuspecting travelers from
all walks of life.
Visitors who manage to
escape often find themselves
transformed, and like the
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The Airstream-friendly destination of Best
Friends Animal Sanctuary is located in
southern Utah near many National Parks.
ABOVE: Friends in the making at Marshall’s
Piggy Paradise.
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Volunteers choose their place of
work from areas like Cat World,
Parrot Garden, Dogtown Heights
and the bunny house.
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faithful undertaking an annual pilgrimage, back they come, year after year, leaving
behind gourmet coffee and other urban amenities to spend a week tucked into
the red-rock outpost of Angel Canyon.
After two days of southbound driving, I arrived at the mouth of the canyon
with my dusty Airstream trailing behind me. There, some simple graphics on a
large metal sign announced the entrance to Best Friends Animal Sanctuary.
There was no warning or disclaimer, nothing to alert a curious passerby that by
entering the Sanctuary, your heartstrings might just get tugged on until they’re
worn and raw.
Prior to my departure, I’d secured a reservation online for one of the
property’s two campsites, both with full hookups. It was spacious, level, shaded by
junipers and—my Achilles’ heel—back-in only. Thankfully, it didn’t take long to
get my 1960 Safari 22’ neatly situated on the concrete pad. The site was flanked
to the rear by a steep ravine, on the other side of which was a towering banded
cliff, its orange-hued layers in various stages of erosion.
With the tow vehicle liberated, it was time to explore the Sanctuary grounds.
While Best Friends Animal Society is a thriving nationwide organization, this
spot, home to the largest domestic no-kill animal sanctuary in the country, is the
true heart of the organization. The Best Friends’ founders never anticipated that
the two-acre property they started out with near Prescott, Arizona in 1980 would
eventually lead to this: a sprawling compound of 3,700 acres, with an everchanging roster of homeless animals and an enormous team of humans
dedicated to their care.
At any given time, the Sanctuary houses a menagerie of between 1,500 and
1,700 animals, including dogs, cats, horses, goats, pot-bellied pigs, rabbits, parrots,
domestic birds, and a small assortment of other domestic animals. Each of them
receives the care needed to thrive and find a new home, or, if adoption isn’t a
viable option, a lifetime’s worth of safe shelter.
When the organization purchased this land outside of Kanab in 1983, it was
a humble and hardscrabble operation. Faith Maloney, one of the original thirty
founders, recalled with a laugh how the first vet clinic was housed in an old,
weather-beaten Airstream. “I think (staff veterinarian) Dr. Christie was given the
trailer in lieu of payment from a previous client,” Maloney recalled. Although
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Best Friends’ archives don’t contain any photos of the clinic setup, Maloney’s
search through vintage Airstream images pointed to a 1963 Overlander 26’ as the
most likely model. “There was no cooling or air conditioning, of course, and we
had extension cords snaking in through the door to provide electricity. But, we
made do with what we had.”
Today, what they have is mighty impressive. Scattered throughout the grounds
are 63 buildings dedicated to animal care, and another 36 that hold offices, visitor
accommodations, the Welcome Center and numerous support operations
(shipping and receiving, maintenance, etc.). A new six-million-dollar animal clinic,
funded entirely by donations, houses five full-time veterinarians as well as 15 vet
techs—quite an evolution from the days of the sweltering Airstream.
So many of the buildings are tucked away down winding roads that the
landscape itself remains the dominant visual feature. Best Friends sits at an
elevation of 5,500 feet on a plateau atop the Vermillion Cliffs, with an expansive
view of Grand Staircase Escalante National Monument unfolding to the east.
Kanab Creek, a tiny cottonwood-lined tributary of the Colorado, provides respite
to shelter animals and humans alike during the hot, dry season. The natural
setting is a perfect representation of our cultural phenotype for “the West,” and
indeed, prior to its current incarnation, the property was frequently used as a
movie backdrop. From Tom Mix and the Lone Ranger, to Clint Eastwood’s lawbreaking Josey Wales, plenty of silver-screen stars plied their craft here.
With so much to do, see and learn at the Sanctuary, the best way to get a
handle on everything going on is to take one of their 90-minute general tours. The
tours begin with a short orientation video that explains the no-kill movement and
how Best Friends came to be. (Tip: come prepared with a pocket full of Kleenex.
While animal welfare groups have made great strides in the past few decades,
the number of animals euthanized annually in our nation’s shelters is still
heart-wrenching.)
From there, a knowledgeable guide-cum-van driver shuttles each group
around the Sanctuary, stopping at some of the dog and cat facilities along the
way. Next to me in our van was Mary, a recent transplant to Kanab from a small

The Sanctuary
houses a menagerie
of between 1,500
and 1,700 animals,
including dogs, cats,
horses, goats,
pot-bellied pigs,
rabbits, parrots and
domestic birds.
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I was eager to find
a furry friend to
take advantage of
my trailer’s customdesigned “dog cave”
and built-in food and
water dishes.
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town in Ohio. Since 2008, Mary had visited and volunteered once a year; three
weeks prior, she moved across the country with hopes of landing a permanent
position at the Sanctuary. I heard variations of this story from a number of people.
One couple cheerfully swept up rabbit droppings, explaining that their twiceannual volunteer trips to Best Friends were the perfect counterbalance to their
stressful Chicago-based careers.
One of the main purposes of my trip was to join the over 7,000 people who
donate their time during the course of a year. After going through the volunteer
registration process, the shifts were easy enough to schedule online. More difficult
was choosing the specific areas in which to spend my time. Horse Haven? The
Parrot Garden? Or maybe the bunny house? As a borderline dog-obsessive
person, it was a given that I’d put in some hours at Dogtown Heights (“A Gated
Community,” the entrance sign announced).
In the end, Marshall’s Piggy Paradise won out for my other volunteer shift. To
be sure, the three-hour shifts included tasks like preparing meals, washing dishes
and sweeping, but much of the time was spent “socializing” the animals. Really,
it’s a win-win situation. My fellow volunteers and I got to cuddle a succession of
150-pound pot-bellied pigs, and the animals grow accustomed to interacting with
a wide variety of people, which helps to make them more adoptable. Best Friends
takes seriously the job of preparing its charges for future homes, with extensive
programs in everything from improving manners to demystifying common
household “menaces” like vacuum cleaners.
Volunteering in either Dogtown or Cat World opens up the possibility of
taking an animal for the night as part of the Sanctuary’s Sleepover program. In
anticipation of this, I’d left my usual traveling companion—a sweet but somewhat
territorial Siberian Husky—back home in Montana. The Airstream felt empty
without him, and I was eager to find a furry friend to take advantage of my trailer’s
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custom-designed “dog cave” and built-in food and water dishes. I had my eye on
a four-year-old Australian Cattle Dog named Frost; according to feedback from a
few previous sleepovers and outings, she was “very cuddly and well-behaved.”
That sounded promising.
After filling out the appropriate paperwork at the Dogtown Heights
headquarters, I was given a bag of supplies that included a selection of toys,
some treats, blankets, spray cleaner and rags in case of any accidents (“Oh, you
won’t need that for Frost,” one staff member reassured me. “She’s perfect!”).
When I reflexively laughed at the mention of having her back by 8am for breakfast,
he kindly packed up her morning meal and handed that over as well. Another
employee had gone to fetch Frost, and when she came through the doors she
walked straight over to where I knelt and leaned into my open arms. Professionals
that they are, the staff pretended not to notice my eyes getting misty.
Frost hopped into the back of my car like an old pro, and after a quick stop to
dip our paws in the creek, we made our way back to the Airstream. She immediately
conducted a thorough, investigative sniffing of the space to get her bearings, and
then, with her blankets spread out in the dog cave, settled right in. Once the sun
had dropped a bit and the oppressive heat of the day was behind us, we loaded
back into the car and drove the serpentine five-mile stretch of Route 89S into
Kanab. A network of trails partially circumscribes the little town, offering easy
access to the surrounding red-rock terrain. With Frost securely tethered to a
leash, we ran up the Squaw Trail as the evening light illuminated the cliffs and
mesas to the east, both of us delighting in the feeling of flying over the rockstrewn singletrack. The sweeping panoramic view at the top was a satisfying
reward for the effort.
Back in the Airstream, I worked on my laptop that evening to the wonderfully
comforting sound of a softly snoring dog. Come bedtime, it took some effort to
convince Frost that it was okay for her to hop up onto the converted dinette bed,
but once there she promptly claimed the best pillow and two-thirds of the bed for
herself. I contorted myself into the remaining space against the wall and happily
drifted to sleep, warmed by the small but efficient thermal mass next to me.

The author and Frost spent a happy night
in the Airstream as part of the Sanctuary’s
sleepover program.
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Morning found us both eager for breakfast, which we followed with another
short walk, this time to Angels Overlook and the nearby pebble labyrinth on the
Sanctuary grounds. When the time came for me to return Frost to Dogtown, the
staff noticed my reluctance and cheerily reminded me that she was available for
adoption. It would’ve been an unforgivable sin to my beloved twelve-year-old
husky at home, and so with a heavy heart I hugged
Frost goodbye and tried not to look back at her cocked
head and questioning eyes.
Of comfort was the fact that Best Friends adopts
out an average of 640 dogs per year – many of those
much more challenging to place than sweet Frost.
Perhaps the most high-profile example is the 22 pit
bull terriers who arrived at the Sanctuary as a result of
the much-publicized 2007 dog fighting case in Virginia.
Thanks to an abundance of love, patience, training
and top-notch veterinarian care, over half of the
“Vicktory Dogs” have since been adopted into loving
homes. Surely the perfect family would come along
for Frost.
As for me, it was time to start the journey back north. Just up the road, Zion
National Park was a tempting detour, but I was compelled onward by a sudden
longing to hug my own pup tight to my chest. Though I wasn’t taking home a
four-legged souvenir from my journey, the Sanctuary had firmly lodged itself in
my heart and, like so many before me, I knew that it was only a matter of time
before I returned.
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